The campus tradition is all here. Handsawd up front every stitch of the way. Yours for campus or country in smooth black, sugar or russet or jodhpur or black leather. Rand Trujuns $13.00 to $18.00.

Wouldn't you like to be in our shoes? Most of America is. International Shoe Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Available at these fine stores:

**Gaylens SHOE STORE**
284 Massachusetts Ave.
Boston, Mass.

**Smith SUNDIAL SHOES**
236 Moody Street
Waltham, Mass.

**Gallants SHOE STORE**
421 Essex Street
Lawrence, Mass.

by Thomas Nehill
Prof. Greene of the MIT Department of Humanities has produced a humble little book which commands quite favorably with much of profound contemporary literature. Prof. Greene's style is lusty, gently humorous, and usually quite delicate, all of which qualities make this book not only a didactic but also a very enjoyable experience.

**MESSAGES OF ART**
Prof. Greene uses the majority of his 20 pages not for discussing the criticism of art (the title of the book approaches a riddle), but rather what is necessary before a sensible criticism can even be formed—a knowledge of art itself. Beginning with the closest

**THE BIBLE SAYS:**

Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, all things are become new. (2 Cor. 5:17.)

by William Chace Greene
Prof. Greene uses the majority of his 20 pages not for discussing the criticism of art (the title of the book approaches a riddle), but rather what is necessary before a sensible criticism can even be formed—a knowledge of art itself. Beginning with the closest
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**AFTERNOON**
Handsewn up
by William Chace Greene
Prof. Greene uses the majority of his 20 pages not for discussing the criticism of art (the title of the book approaches a riddle), but rather what is necessary before a sensible criticism can even be formed—a knowledge of art itself. Beginning with the closest
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